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berwick saga: the complete english-language translation has always been a dream for me, and i'm so
happy that it's finally happening. i know that it's a huge undertaking. it will take years of work to finish,
but it's finally happening and i'm so excited that i hope everyone will be patient and wait for this game
to be released. we're looking into ways to make the game's soundtrack available on spotify and apple
music. berwick saga: the complete english-language translation has always been a dream for me, and
i'm so happy that it's finally happening. i know that it's a huge undertaking. it will take years of work to
finish, but it's finally happening and i'm so excited that i hope everyone will be patient and wait for this
game to be released. we're looking into ways to make the game's soundtrack available on spotify and
apple music. the famicom version of the game was released on april 21, 1999, but as you can see
below, it was in japanese only. nintendo did release a version of the game in japanese for the game
boy, but that version, released in july 1998, was also in japanese only, making this the first official
english version of the game. lazberia is an island nation east of berwick with a strange land known as
the eorzea. its people are largely humanoid, but a few are much larger and stronger than humans and
have horns growing from their heads. some of these people, known as bracers also have armor
covering their bodies, making them look like men with arms and legs. the eorzea of lazberia is a
mysterious place where wild beasts roam and monsters run rampant. however, a young man, roria, a
bracer named ayra and a vestal named zala have been chosen to search for the missing people of the
island nation. they are joined by a young girl named nevy, who was raised by wolves on the island.
roria and ayra befriend a strong-willed wolf named theoda and befriended them in the process. ayra's
best friend, a young female tiger named mylla, also appears in the game.
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i love your work, aethin. i really enjoyed reading your berwick saga translations and all the other
translation work you've done. i have a lot of appreciation for your hard work. now, i just have to play
more of your games. i remember playing the english berwick saga version of this game before the

release of the japanese version. i was really impressed by the skill and artistry of kaga, as well as his
ability to keep the game grounded in reality. as with many games of this era, it uses the c64 basic

dialect, and at the time of release the best way of playing it would have been to have a program called
'c64 basic to game'. but if you wanted to play the game via dos or linux, you'd have to download the

c64 basic to dos emulator of mine, and then the game in question. fire emblem's hugely popular in the
west now, but for years nintendo pumped out games for the famicom and super famicom without ever

releasing them outside japan. thanks to fan translations and remakes, pretty much the whole series
has been playable in english for awhile now. but this one, released for the super famicom in 1999, was

an exception. its infamously complex code made it a game fans tried and failed again and again to
translate. but it finally happened in 2019 thanks to an unlikely hero: a fallout 4 modder. read this great
article by patrick klepek on how it came to be. dr. slump is a comic series by akira toriyama, which he
drew in the early 1980s before starting dragon ball. the game is gorgeous for the playstation 1 and is

sort of an action-rpg that at least looks quite similar to mega man legends. i didn't even know this
game existed until hilltop announced the translation, so it's a perfect fit for their mission to bring

underappreciated japanese-only classics to english speaking audiences. their next project is another
game i'd never heard of: racing lagoon, a street racing rpg by squaresoft. whoa. 5ec8ef588b
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